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It happened. Italy surpassed China in number of deaths caused by Coronavirus. The total number of 

cases in the country rose to 41,035 on March 19 and deaths have reached 3,405, while the current 

number of deaths in China seems to be standing at 3,242.  

We saw this coming, but were not expecting it to happen this early.  

 

After these latest updates, coping with the disaster has become harder. Less people are singing from 

their balconies, the Italian way to exorcise fear and isolation in the last few weeks.  

 

We hope to have the resilience to get back to what has become a way to feel sense of community, 

belonging, and to try to lift up collective mood.  

It is harder and harder though, and from our windows we can hear a surreal alternation between silence 

and music, which reflects the alternation between despair and hope, between the duty to 

commemorate the victims and the duty to go on and think about those who live.  

 

The balconies flash mobs started about one week ago and became viral all over the country. People on 

lockdown sing the national anthem, songs of the local traditions, or simply funny pop songs.  

In the empty streets of a town nearby, even Carabinieri decided to spread the anthem among the 

buildings.  

 

The balconies will always be a symbol of this phase of our history. No one will ever forget those videos, 

and no one is immune from the shivers that this music gives in the darkest days.  

These spirit-lifting efforts are similar to those in Wuhan, China, where people kept shouting "jiāyóu" 

from their balconies. It translates literally as "add oil" and means "keep up the fight.” 

 

We are keeping up the fight, and the best way to do it for each of us, in Italy and in all your countries, is 

practicing social distancing.  

As Italian Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte said, “Let’s distance ourselves from each other today so that 

we can embrace each other more warmly tomorrow.”  

 

@sarabrzu 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DDRiINXik00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DDRiINXik00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jKV_jJqTvio
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wOYNRs_Z8Sg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H8XzaF_i-Sc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WZUdY9yDE5A

